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Athletics Display with Time-of-day Clock 
 

The Athletics Display has two editable fields which can be used in a variety of sports to 

display both an ‘athlete’s number’ and an associated ‘distance/time’. The display can also 

be used to show a time-of-day clock. 

 

The athlete’s number can be up to 3 characters in length while the distance/time figure 

can be up to 5 characters in length (either five numbers, or four numbers plus decimal 

point). A ‘measurement-type’ parameter (either ‘m’ for metres or ‘s’ for seconds) can 

automatically be appended to the end of the distance/time measurement if desired. 

 

A wireless Remote Controller is used to enter the data, set the display to show the time-

of-day clock and configure all user editable parameters.  

 

 

       
 

 

Operation 

 

Turn on the unit using the switch mounted on the side of the display. If configured to 

initially show the time-of-day clock (see section ‘Edit Parameters’), press the CLOCK key 

on the remote to display the athletics screen.  

 

Press the FIELD key once to enter ‘field edit mode’ - the current athlete’s number will 

start to flash. As soon as a Remote number key is pressed, the athlete’s number field 

will change to display only the newly entered character with an underscore in the next 

vacant character position. As each additional numeric character is entered, the display 

will update to show each of the received characters. Note: if no underscore character is 

shown, this means the maximum number of digits for that field have been entered so no 

further additions can be made. 

 

If a mistake is made in entering the digits, simply press the ‘BACK ARROW’ button until     

the erroneous digit(s) has been removed. 

 

Once all the required digits for the athlete’s number have been entered, press the FIELD 

key again. The distance/time field number will start to flash.  

 

Amend the distance/time field in the same manner as the athlete’s number. For this field, 

the decimal point may be inserted in any character position except the first and last. 
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Once entry of the distance/time field has been completed, press the FIELD key again to 

leave ‘field edit mode’ and enter ‘display mode’. 

 

 
  

Clock 

 

Whenever the display is in ‘display mode’, the time-of-day clock can be shown by 

pressing the CLOCK key. 

 

 
 

A further press of the same key will return the display to the athletics screen. 

 

Battery Status 

 

Whenever the screen is in ‘display mode’, the battery status can be viewed by pressing 

the BAT key. A press of any key will return the display to the athletics screen. 

 

When the last 30 minutes of battery capacity is reached, automatic battery warning 

messages will be displayed to the user every 10 minutes, and the display will be dimmed 

to 40% of full brightness to conserve power.  

 

Once the useable battery charge has reached 0%, the display will be dimmed to 15% 

and a ‘battery flat, switch off and recharge immediately’ error message will be displayed. 

The unit should be switched off and recharged immediately. 
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Edit Parameters 

 

Whenever the screen is in ‘display mode’, pressing the EDIT key repeatedly will put the 

unit into ‘parameter edit mode’ and allow the user to scroll through the following options: 

 

1. ‘SET GAME’ is shown followed by the current game configuration, either 

ATHLETICS 1 or ATHLETICS 2. Use keys 1, 3, 4 or 6 to switch between the 

configurations. Both configurations can have different brightness levels, colours, 

measurement type and start-up options to suite different athletic formats. 

 

2. ‘BRIGHTNESS’ is shown followed by the current percentage of display brightness. 

Use the ‘HR +’ and ‘HR –‘ keys to change the display brightness in quantities of 

10% and the ‘MIN +’ and ‘MIN –‘ keys to change the brightness in quantities of 

1%. 

 

3. ‘SET MEASUREMENT TYPE OPTION’ is shown with the currently chosen option 

displayed below. Use keys 1, 3, 4 or 6 to switch between METRES (m), SECONDS 

(s) or NONE( ). The chosen character (m or s) will be automatically added to the 

end of the ‘distance/time field’ once field editing is complete. 

 

4. ‘SET STARTUP OPTION’ is shown with the currently chosen value displayed below. 

Use keys 1, 3, 4 or 6 to switch between SCOREBOARD and CLOCK. 

When power is applied to the board, this setting will determine whether the 

display initially shows the athletics display (SCOREBOARD) or the time-of-day 

clock (CLOCK). If displaying the clock on power-up, pressing the CLOCK key on 

the Remote will immediately display the athletics screen. 

 

5. ‘SET CLOCK COLOUR’ is shown with the currently set colour below. Use keys 1, 3, 

4 or 6 to change the colour of the clock digits on the display between red, green, 

yellow, blue, magenta, cyan and white. 

 

6. ‘SET NUMBER COLOUR’ is shown with the currently set colour below. Use keys 1, 

3, 4 or 6 to change the colour of the digits within the ‘athlete’s number’ field 

between red, green, yellow, blue, magenta, cyan and white. 

 

7. ‘SET MEASURE COLOUR’ is shown with the currently set colour below. Use keys 1, 

3, 4 or 6 to change the colour of the digits within the ‘distance/time’ field 

between red, green, yellow, blue, magenta, cyan and white. 

 

8. ‘CLOCK 12/24’ is shown with the currently set format below. Use keys 1, 3, 4 or 6 

to toggle between 12-hour or 24-hour format.  

 

9. ‘CLOCK TIME’ is shown followed by the current time-of-day clock setting. Use the 

‘HR +’ and ‘HR –‘ keys to change the hours setting and the ‘MIN +’ and  

‘MIN –‘ keys to change the minutes setting. 

 

10. ‘CLOCK FORMAT’ is shown with the currently set format below. Use keys 1, 3, 4 

or 6 to change between ‘hours:minutes:seconds’ or ‘hours:minutes’. 

 

11. ‘AUTO DIMMING PERIOD’ is shown with the currently set time period below. Use 

the ‘MIN +’ and ‘MIN –‘ keys to adjust the time either between 5 and 20 minutes 

if auto-dimming is required (the display brightness will be dimmed to save 

battery power when no Remote keys have been pressed for the chosen period), 

or NEVER if the auto-dimming is to be disabled. Once the display has been 

dimmed, a press of any key will return the brightness to normal again. 
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12. ‘SOFTWARE VERSION NUMBER’ is shown with the current Version Number below. 

 

A final press of EDIT returns the unit to the athletics screen ‘display mode’. All values 

amended while in ‘parameter edit mode’ will automatically be saved.  

 

Pressing the FIELD key at any time while in ‘parameter edit mode’ will immediately 

return the unit to the athletics screen ‘display mode’ and save any changes. 

Mounting the Scoreboard 

 

When mounting the Scoreboard on the tripod, ensure that the extendable centre column 

is raised high enough so that the cushioned pad fixed to the bottom edge of the display 

rests against the centre column, not the tripod legs. Use the two supplied bolts and 

wingnuts to secure the display to the tripod cross-beam. 
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Charging the Internal Battery 

 

The internal lithium battery must be charged via the dc jack plug on the side of the unit 

using the supplied 12.6V/5A Li-Ion charger, using an alternative charger may 

damage the unit and could result in a fire from the batteries.  Fully charging the 

batteries takes approx 5 hours (with the display switched off). 

 

Maintenance 

 

The Athletics Display is water resistant and suitable for use outdoors. 

 

Clean cover with a soft cloth and water/mild detergent. 

 

Contact Details 

 

Proto Electronics Ltd 

PO Box 7577 

Christchurch 8013 

 

P: (03) 365 3366 

E: enquiries@proto.co.nz 

W: www.proto.co.nz  

 

 


